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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Battle of Maldon project pack.
The main part of the pack is a Teachers’ resource pack consisting of maps and information
sheets. The second pack of sheets are Pupil Activity Sheets on various aspects of Saxon and
Viking life.
This pack has been updated from the original Millennium pack by Jill Hipsey. That pack and this
updated version were compiled by local teachers and originally financed by D. Ketley Asphalts.
This updated version has been verified by Keith Bannister, retired local headteacher, who was
involved in compiling the original pack. This is not intended to be a definitive programme of study
and can be looked upon more as resource pack to aid good primary practice. However, the
National Curriculum History programmes of study for KS2 have been linked as far as possible.
In terms of curriculum planning you may wish the project to involve just one class or several.
Either way it is easy to visualise how different groups of pupils could become the ‘experts’ in
particular areas such as Saxon Clothing, Weapons, and Buildings etc. and share their knowledge
and interests with others. Establishing various bases about the class/school could perhaps help to
set up your own Saxon village.
Learning by doing and experiencing, helping the pupils to gain an empathy for the period by
stepping back in time are essential aspects of the project. Comparisons of ‘then and now’ are
always useful. Looking at how we find out about the past, whether it be in the form of articles dug
up, or written and spoken word, all help the pupils to gain an insight into years gone by.
Some of these ideas might prove useful as a ‘way in’ to the topic.
1. A buried ‘time capsule’ in the school grounds.
2. ‘Chinese Whispers’ illustrates clearly how spoken stories/sagas change as they are passed
on.
3. Making use of the entrance corridor/hall to create a ‘time tunnel’ to go back into the past.
4. A time line around the communal hall will help towards an understanding of chronology.
Working back from the present day will offer many avenues for investigation;
How long have I been in this class?
When did I start school?
What year was I born?
What year was my brother born?
Does Mum remember much about her school days?
What are Granddad’s earliest recollections of childhood?
Can Granny remember her father?
By adopting an investigative approach into time, concepts such as a day, month, year, decade and
lifetime can become meaningful and concrete
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THE SAXON STORY
AD 410
In the third century the Saxons began to attack the North Sea coasts of the
Roman Empire. England was also under attack from the Picts, who came from
Scotland, and the Scots who came from Ireland. After the Romans left, in 410, the
Britons were unable to defend themselves. They allowed Saxons to settle in
eastern England in return for their help in fighting the Picts and Scots. The
Saxons, however, then turned on the Britons and started to conquer England for
themselves.

AD 597
England was already a patchwork of Saxon kingdoms. In 597 missionaries from
Rome arrived in the Kingdom of
Kent to convert the Saxons to
Christianity. Their work spread
and many monasteries were
founded. In them, learning
flourished and the monks
were skilful in the making
of beautiful, illuminated books.

AD 757
Offa was one of the most powerful
kings ever to rule in Saxon England.
He came to the throne of Mercia in
757. In various ways, which included
murder, he spread his power through
the whole of England, and became
the Bretwalda. Proof of his power
survives today in the form of Offa’s
Dyke, a massive rampart and ditch
about 200 kilometres long. It was
built along the border between the
English and Welsh peoples by Offa’s
subjects living in the area. This shows
that the Britons of Wales were a big
threat to the Saxons.
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THE VIKING STORY
AD 793
This is the accepted date of the Viking attack on western Europe. A band of Vikings
attacked and destroyed the monastery of Lindisfarne off the north east coast of England.
For a time, they were held in check on the continent by the great Emperor Charlemagne.
When he died in 814, his empire broke up and Viking attacks began.

AD 830
Viking fleets sailed up the rivers
and over the seas into the
Netherlands, France, England
and Ireland. They even sailed
to the Mediterranean and looted
coastal towns there.

AD 851
The Danes set up a base on the
Isle of Sheppey on the Thames,
and spent the winter in England. They were no longer content to make lightning raids on
Europe. They were now determined to carry out concentrated attacks, and set up similar
bases on islands in French and German rivers.

AD 878
In England, Wessex was one of the last Anglo-Saxon states free from Viking rule. The
Danes, led by Guthrun, invaded Wessex and seized control. King Alfred was forced to
flee to the Isle of Athelney in Somerset until he could collect his army together. Then he
defeated the Danes at the battle of Edington.
He made peace and allowed their continued
living in Eastern England. This area was called
the Danelaw.

AD 892
The “Great Army”, crossed the
Channel to England. For four years
the Vikings tried to overcome King
Alfred’s resistance. Finally, the king
triumphed, and the Viking army left
the country in 896.
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SAXON SETTLEMENT NAMES
Many of our village and town names are derived from the original
Saxon names for their settlements on these sites. Some of the words have kept their
spelling, others have been changed. Here are some of the more common words
used to describe a settlement and how they are usually spelt within modern place
names.

Saxon
Word

Modern
Word

ham
ing(s)

ham
ing. in

ham
tun
cote
burh
worth
ford
leah
denu
hamstede

Meaning

Village folk
group people
belonging to
ton
farm
cote, cot cottage
bury
strong place,
worth
fort
ford
river crossing
ley, ly
wood, clearing
den
valley
hamstede homestead
hamstead

leah

ford

denu

tun

ACTIVITY SHEETS

Contents
• Saxon Religion & beliefs 1 & 2
• Saxon Trade & Travel 1.2 & 3
• Saxon Farming
• Saxon Buildings 1 & 2
• Saxon Home Life 1 & 2
• Saxon Clothing 1 & 2
• Saxon Weapons & Armour
• Saxon Food & Drink 1, 2 & 3
• Saxon Literature, Art & Music
• Saxon Crafts, Weaving & Pottery 1& 2
• Saxon Pastimes 1, 2 & 3
• Saxon Jewellery
• The Viking World
• The Viking Longship 1, 2 & 3
• The Battle of Maldon - 991
• The Battle of Maldon Drama

SAXON FARMING
Activity Sheet

Having been able to separate the husks from
the flour Saxons had to use it to make bread to feed
their family.
Some seeds, however, would be needed for
next year’s crop.
•

A 10 x 10 grid drawn on a piece of blotting
paper allow you to sow 100 seeds. What
are the conditions needed for them to germinate?
•
•

Could you space the seeds out as easily without
the grid?
Can you devise a better way to spread the seeds
out?

•

Once the seeds germinate the class can help by
transplanting them and then everyone should look
their own.

•
•

Do the plants grow the same amount each day?
Design a self-watering system to overcome the
problem of no water at weekends.

SAXON HOME LIFE
Activity Sheet 1
Imagine you are a Saxon child waking up
on a cold winter morning. You lie in your
bed looking around you.
Your peace is disturbed by a call from
your father who is going hunting. The
smell of last night’s fire embers is strong.
You can hear the animals close by.
• Describe the sights and sounds of
the settlement as you begin another
day.
• Remember the sun has just risen, it
is cold and damp.
What are your daily tasks?

• Design a collage to illustrate your writing.
You could use fabric, paint, press print, charcoal, pastels etc. You could build
your picture up more easily by putting it into a box e.g. a shoe box. Set the
background first. Try out ways to make it come alive and real.

SAXON LITERATURE, ART & MUSIC
Activity Sheet
Saxon musical instruments were handmade.
• Design an instrument.
• What did they use for strings in those
days?
• Can you make a different note with just
strings or rubber bands?
• How else can you vary the sound that
you make?
• Does the instrument always need to be
solid or can it be hollow?
• Is shape important?
• Design illuminated letters
for your initials. They
could be painted,
embroidered or made by
collage.

These are Saxon dragons used to illustrate stories.
• Can you make a dragon?
• Would your dragon be able to move?
• Make up a story with
a dragon in it?
Make it as mysterious as you
can.

• Invent some Anglo-Saxon
names of your own and
write them on a scroll with
decorated margins and
patterned initial letters to
begin each paragraph.

of your own

